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Tutte has defined n-connection for matroids and proved a connected graph is n- 
connected if and only if its polygon matroid is n-connected. In this paper we 
introduce a new notion of connection in graphs, called n-biconnection, and prove 
an analogous theorem for graphs and their bicircular matroids. Results concerning 
3-biconnected graphs are also presented. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S] Tutte defined n-connection for matroids and proved that a con- 
nected graph is n-connected if and only if its polygon matroid is n-connec- 
ted. In [ 81 and in various other papers [4,9, 111 the importance of 3-con- 
nectivity in graphs and matroids has been demonstrated. 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, a new notion of connectivity 
in graphs is introduced. This new connectivity, called n-biconnection, is a 
weaker form of connectivity than n-connection. A theorem, analogous to 
Tutte’s, is established for a graph and its bicircular matroid (defined in the 
next section). Second, 3-connectivity in bicircular matroids is investigated. 
Several results, similar to those of Whitney [ 111 concerning 3-connected 
polygon matroids, are presented. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We assume a basic familiarity with graph and matroid theory; see, for 
example, [ 1, 10). For clarity, however, we give a number of definitions and 
notations. 
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Let G = ( V, E) be a graph and let I E E. Then the subgraph induced by Z 
is denoted G[Z]. Where Eis E we denote G[Ei J by Gi. G\Z and G/Z 
denote the graphs obtained from G by the deletion and contraction of the 
set 1, respectively. The set V( G[ Z] ) n V( G[ E - 13) are the vertices of 
attachment of G[Z] to G[E- I]. A connected graph G is said to have a k- 
separation {E,, E2}, for k b 1, if {E,, E2} partitions E, 1 El 1 b k 6 1 E2 1 
and the number of verties of attachment of G1 to G2 is k. G is said to be n- 
connected for n a positive integer, if it has no k-separation for k < n. The 
star of a vertex v in G, st,(v), is the set of edges of G incident to v. Given 
two graphs G = ( V, E) and G’ = ( V’, E) we say that G equals G’, G = G’, if a 
set of edges is a star of some vertex of G if and only if it is the star of some 
vertex of G’. If G is not acyclic, it is cyclic. 
Let G = ( V, E) be a graph and let B E E. Then we say B is a bicycle of G 
if G [B] is homeomorphic from one of the graphs in Fig. 1. If G is connec- 
ted, then G is said to have a k-biseparation (E,, E, }, for k 2 1, if (E, , E, } 
partitions E, 1 El 1 b k < 1 E2 1 and 
1 V(G,)n V(G,)( =k- 1 if neither G1 nor G2 is acyclic, 
=k if exactly one of G1 and G2 is acyclic 
or all of G1, G2, and G are acyclic, 
=k+l if both G1 and G2 are acyclic, 
but G is not acyclic. 
A k-biseparation is called small, medium, or large if I V(G,) n V(G,) I = 
k - 1, k, or k + 1, respectively. Each of El and E2 are referred to as k- 
biseparators. G is said to be n-biconnected, for n a postive integer, if it has 
no k-biseparation for k < n. The biconnectivity of G, d(G), is the least 
integer k, if one exists, such that G has a k-biseparation; otherwise 
A(G) = 00. 
We use v(G), E(G), z(G) and o(G) to denote the number of vertices, 
edges, acyclic components, and components of G, respectively. The degree 
of a vertex v of G is denoted d,(v). 
We turn now to matroids. A matroid is a pair M = (E, Y), where E is a 
finite set and Y is a nonempty collection of subsets of E called independent 
sets satisfying: 
FIGURE 1 
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(1) Z,GZ,E9 implies Z,E9, and 
(2) II, Z2 E 9, 1 II 1 < 1 Z2 1 implies there exists e E Z2 - II such that II u 
{e} El. 
The polygon matroid of a graph G is denoted P(G) and the transversal 
matroid on a collection of sets A, ,..., A, is denoted MIA1 ,..., A,]. 
Where {El, E2 } is a partition of E and r is the rank functon of 
it4 = (E, Y), we say that {E,, E2 > is a k-separation of A4, for k > 1, if 
IEll>k<lEZI and r(E,)+r(E,)-r(E)=k-1. Each of E, and E2 are 
referred to as k-separators. A matroid is n-connected, for n a positive 
integer, if it has no k-separation for k < n. The connectivity of M, A(M), is 
the least integer, if one exists, such that M has a k-separation; otherwise 
A(M) = 00. 
3. BICIRCULAR MATROIDS 
Bicircular matroids have previously been investigated in [5-7, 121. Let 
G = ( V, E) be a graph and let 1 be a nonempty collection of subsets of E 
such that ZEY if and only if each component of G[Z] has at most one 
polygon. Then, as proved below, 9 is a collection of independent sets of a 
matroid, called the bicircular matroid of G and denoted B(G). The follow- 
ing theorem was first proved in [6]. The proof given here is new and much 
shorter than that of [6]. 
THEOREM 1. B(G) = (E, 9) is a matroid. 
Proof: That (1) is satisfied is obvious. Suppose (2) is not satisfied and 
let II, Z2 E 3 be a counterexample with I I, I < I Z2 I and I II I as small as 
possible. Clearly we can assume II to be nonempty. 
Let Vi= I’(G[Zi]), i = 1,2. If V2 - V, # 0, then there exists an edge 
e E Z2 with one end not incident to any vertex of V1. Therefore Zu {e} E 9. 
Hence, we may assume V2 s V, . 
Suppose that each component of G[Z, ] contains a polygon. Then 
1 V1 I = I I1 I. Therefore I I, I = 1 V1 I 2 I V2 I > I Z2 I, a contradiction. Thus 
G[Z, ] contains a component, say T, that is a tree. If there exists an edge 
e E Z2 - II, with at least one end in V(T), then I, u (e > E 3, a contradiction. 
Therefore no edge of Z2 - I1 has either end in V(T). Set Z; = I, - T and I; = 
Z2 - T. Then I I; I < I I, I and Z; , Zz is a smaller counterexample. i 
Many basic facts about bicircular matroids may be found in [S, 121. Let 
G = ( V, E) be a graph. The circuits of B(G) are the bicycles of G. A cocir- 
cuit of B(G) is a minimal set of edges D such that G\D has more acyclic 
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components than G. The rank of A cE, denoted r(A), is v(G[A])- 
0X4). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G = ( V, 
netted, then G is n-biconnected. 
E) be a connected graph. If B(G) is n-con- 
Pro05 Since B(G) is n-connected, we have r(E,) + r(EJ - r(E) > k - 1 
for all partitions {El, E2 } of E with 1 E, 1 2 k < 1 E2 1 and k < n. From the 
definition of the bicircular rank function we obtain v(G,) - r(G,) + v(GZ) - 
T(G~) - v(G) + z(G) > k - 1. Thus I V(G,)n V(G,)I > k- 1 + z(G,) + 
z( G2) - z(G). Since z( G,) + r( G2) - r(G) 2 0, G has no small k-biseparation. 
If exactly one of Gi and G2 is acyclic or all of Gi , G2, and G are acyclic, 
then z(G,) + r(GZ) - z(G) >, 1 from which it follows G has no medium k- 
biseparation, and similarly if both Gi and G2 are acyclic but G is not, then 
r( G,) + r(G2) - z(G) b 2 from which it follows G has no large k- 
biseparation. 1 
4. CONNECTIVITY RESULTS 
The main result of this section is the converse of Proposition 1. The basic 
method of proof is induction. A number of preliminary lemmas are needed 
to handle the small cases. 
LEMMA 1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with at least one edge, 
and let DE V. If IE-st,(v)I >, Ist,(v)l, then {St,(v), E-St,(v)} is a k- 
biseparation of G for some k < 1 St,(v) I. 
Proof. Suppose G[stJv)] is acyclic. It is easy to see that 
) V(G[st,Jv)]) n V(G[E - St,(v)])1 = k f I st,-Jv)( . If G[E- St&v)] is 
cyclic or all of G[st,(v)], G[E- St,(v)], and G are acyclic, then 
{SWh E-SW)) is a medium k-biseparation. If G[E - St&v)] is acyclic 
but G is not, then {St,(v), E- st,(v)} is a large (k- 1)-biseparation. 
Suppose G[st,(v)] is cyclic. Then I V(G[stJv)]) n V(G[E- st&v)])l = 
k < I st,Jv)I. If G[E- st,-Jv)] is cyclic, then {St,(v), E-St,(v)} is a small 
(k+ 1)-biseparation. If G[E- stJv)] is acyclic, then {St,(v), E-St&v)} is 
a medium k-biseparation. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a connected graph and assume B(G) is k-connected 
for some k < 3. If B(G) has a k-separation, then G has a k-biseparation. 
Proof. Let {E,, E2} be a k-separation of B(G). Then r(E,) + r(E2) - 
r(E) = k - 1. From the definition of the bicircular rank function we obtain 
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v(G,) - z(G,) + v(GZ) - r(GZ) - v(G) + r(G) = k - 1. This last expression 
implies 
1 V(G,)n V(G,)) =k- 1 +z(G,)+z(G,)-z(G). (1) 
Therefore, if both G1 and G2 are connected, then {E, , E2 } is a k- 
biseparation of G. Thus, we can assume G1 is disconnected. Let H be a 
component of G1 such that 1 V(H) n V( G[E - E(H)] ) 1 is as small as 
possible. 
For the case k = 1, the lemma is proved in [ 51. Consider k >, 2. If G has 
a vertex of degree less than or equal to 2, then it is easy to show that G has 
a 2-biseparation. So assume every vertex of G has degree at least 3. 
Therefore every degree 1 vertex of the acyclic components of G, and Gz 
must be in V(G,) n V(G,). Further no two of these vertices may coincide. It 
follows that 1 V(G,) n V(G,)I > 2(z(G,) + r(GZ)). Therefore, by (l), 
1 V(G,)n V(G,)l <k- 1+ I V(G,)n V(G,)l/2 which implies 1 V(G,)n 
V(G,)l<W- 1). 
For k = 2 we have 1 V(G, ) n V(G,) 1 < 2. If either E(H) or its complement 
in El has a least two edges, then G has a small 2-biseparation. Otherwise 
both H and GIEl -E(H)] are loops and it is easy to verify that {E, , E, } 
is not a 2-separation of B(G). 
For k=3 we have I V(Gl)nV(G2)l 64. If ) V(H)n V(G[E-E(H)])] 
= 1, then straightforward checking shows that {El, E, } is not a 3-sepa- 
ration of B(G), a contradiction. So I V(H) n V( G[E - E(H)] ) I = 2 and 
I V(G, ) n V(G,) I = 4. If either E(H) or its complement in E, have at least 
three edges, or I El I = 3, then G has a small 3-biseparation. Therefore we 
conclude that E(H) = 2, 1 El - E(H)/ = 2 and both H and GIEl - E(H)] 
are cyclic. It is now easy to verify that, in fact, {E,, E2} is not a 3- 
separation of B(G). 1 
LEMMA 3. Let G = ( V, E) be a connected graph with v E V. If d&v) 6 4, 
then A(G) = A( B( G)). 
ProoJ By Proposition 1 it suffices to prove that if B(G) has k- 
separation, then G has a k’-biseparation for k’ < k. Suppose I E - stG(v) I < 
I st&v)( . Then k < I stJv)( < 4. It now follows from Lemma 2 that G has a 
k’-biseparation for k’ < k. If I E - stG( v) 13 [ stG( v) 1, then by Lemma 1, G 
has a k’-biseparation for k’ < 4. If k’ <k, then we are done. Otherwise 
k < k’ < 4, and the lemma follows from Lemma 2. 1 
The main theorem of the section can now be proved. The proof strongly 
resembles Tutte’s proof for polygon matroids [S]. It may be possible to 
come up with a shorter proof along the lines of Cunningham’s [3] for 
polygon matroids, however it is not clear how to do so. 
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THEOREM 2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph. If G is n-biconnected, 
then B(G) is n-connected. 
Proof. Suppose B(G) is not n-connected. Let k = A(B( G)). Then k < n. 
By Lemma 2 we may assume k > 4 from which it follows that G is cyclic. 
Of all k-separations of B(G) choose one {E, , E2 } such that 1 V( G1 ) n 
V( G2) 1 is minimum. 
We first claim that at least one of G1 and G2 is disconnected. By (1) 
1 V(G,) n V(G,)I = k - 1 + z(G,) + z(G~). If both G1 and G2 are connected, 
then it is easily verified that (El, E2 } is a k-biseparation of G. 
Therefore at least one of G1 or G2 is disconnected. Let H be a com- 
ponent of G1 or GZ. Denote by x(H) the number of vertices of H in 
V(G,)n V(G,). Define H to be type 1 if E(H) ax(H), and type 2 if E(H) = 
x(H) - 1. We say that H is transferable if ( El - E(H) I 2 k and 
I E2 - E(H) I 2 k. We proceed to show that either G1 or G2 has a trans- 
ferable component. 
Case 1. Either I El I> k and all the components of G, are type 2, or 
1 E2 I> k and all the components of G2 are type 2. 
Say that I El I > k and all of the components of G1 are type 2. Let H be a 
component of G, . If E(H) = 1, then H is transferable. Otherwise let v be a 
vertex of degree 1 of H and let e be the edge of H incident to u. Set 
E; = El - {e} and E;= E,u {e}. Then I V(G[E\])n V(G[E;])l = 
I V(G,)n V(G,)l - 1, since V(H) E V(G,) n V(G,). Moreover, I E; I 2 k 6 
IW GCE;l)=G,) and r(GJ - 1 6 r(G[E;]) < z(G,). Therefore 
1 V(G[E’J)n V(G[E;])I = 1 V(G,) n V(G,)) - 1 = k - 2 + z(G,) + 
z(G,) d k - 1 + z(G[E;]) + z(G[E;]), a contradiction to the choice of 
El and E,. 
Case 2. All components of G1 and G2 are type 2. 
Every component of Gi and G, is a tree. It follows that the average 
degree of a vertex in G, or G, is less than 2. Therefore the average degree of 
a vertex in G is less than 4. Let o be a vertex of G having the smallest 
degree. Then d&v) < 3 and a contradiction is obtained from Lemma 3. 
Case 3. Either G1 or G2 has two or more components, one of which is 
type 1. 
Suppose G1 has a type 1 component H and at least one other com- 
ponent. Then 
E(H) b x(H) 2 1 
and 
IE-E(H)I>IE,)Zk 
I V(G[E- E(H)]) n V(H)( =x(H). 
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If k < x(H), then E(H) 2 k and 1 E - E(H) I> k. Thus any component of 
G1 other than H is transferable. 
The case when k > x(H) is more difficult. If k > x(H), then E(H) b x(H), 
[E-E(H)1 >x(H), and I V(H)n V(G[E-E(H)])( =x(H). If exactly one 
of H and G[E - E(H)] is cyclic, then G has a medium x(H)-biseparation, 
a contradiction. If both H and G[E - E(H)] are acyclic, then G has a large 
(x(H) - 1 )-biseparaton, a contradiction. If both H and G[E - E(H)] are 
cyclic and E(H) > x(H), then G has a small (x(H) + 1 )-biseparation, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore both H and G[E- E(H)] are cyclic and E(H) = x(H). 
Further, we may assume that any other type 1 component H’ of G1 
satisfies the property that H’ and G[E-E(H’)] are cyclic and s(H’) = 
x(H’). It follows that V(G,) s V(G,) and jE, I= r(E,). Similarly, if G2 has 
more than one component, then every type 1 component of G, has the 
above property. This results in three cases: 
(i) Every component of G2 is type 2, 
(ii) o(G~)> 1 and G, h as at least one type 1 component, or 
(iii) w( G2) = 1 and G, is type 1. 
If (iii) holds, we claim that G2 is a tree. Since B(G) has a k-separation we 
know r(E,) + r(&) - r(E) = k - 1. Therefore I El I+ v(G, ) - z(G,) - 
v(G) = k - 1. It follows that I E, I = k - 1 + z( G2). By assumption I E, I 2 k 
and therefore z(G~) = 1, i.e., G2 is a tree and the claim is proved. 
Note that (i)-(iii) imply that every component of G, or G2 contains at 
most one polygon. Therefore the average degree in any component of G1 or 
G2 is less than or equal to 2. Thus the average degree of a vertex of G is less 
than or equal to 4. Let t, be a vertex having the smallest degree in G. Then 
&(v) < 4, a contradiction by Lemma 3. 
Case 4. One of G, or G2 is connected and its only component is type 1. 
Suppose G1 is connected. We may further assume that 1 E2 I = k and all of 
the components of G2 are type 2 for otherwise Case 1 or 3 is satisfied. Since 
B(G) has a k-separation by (l)l V(G,)n V(G,)( =k- 1 +z(G,)+z(G,). 
Also 1 V(G,)n V(G,)( =v(GZ)=k+r(GZ). Therefore z(G,)= 1. Thus all 
the components of G, and G2 are acyclic. As before, G must have a vertex 
of degree 3 or less and a contradiction is obtained from Lemma 3. 
This concludes the case analysis. In each case we have shown that either 
G1 or G2 has a transferable component, say H of G,. Set E; = El -E(H) 
and E; = E, u E(H). Then 
I WXE;l)n WCE;l)l= I W,)n W,)l -x(H), 
$G,)- 1 G$G[E;-J)<+,) 
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GCE;]) b T(G*) - X(H). 
Moreover, if r(G[E;]) = r(G2) - x(H), then r(G[E;]) = z(G,). Thus 
r(G[E;]) + r(G[E;]) > r(G,) + $GZ) - x(H). Therefore 
I WCGl)n WCE;l)l= I Wdn Wdl -NW 
=k- 1 +z(G,)+z(G,)-x(H) 
<k- 1 +z(G[E;])+z(G[E;]), 
a contradiction to the choices of E, and EZ. The theorem is proved. fi 
Thus, we obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a connected graph. Then B(G) is n-connected if 
and only tf G is n-biconnected. 
5. 3-CONNECTIVITY 
The importance of 3-connection in graphs and matroids is well known 
[4, 9, 111. In particular, Whitney [ 111 proved 
THEOREM 4. Let G and G’ be connected graphs with P(G) = P(G’). If 
P(G) is 3-connected, then G = G’. 
The analogous theorem for bicircular matroids is not true. However, 
given 3-biconnected graphs G and G’ with B(G) = B( G’), we characterize 
when G = G’. Further, if G # G’ we show that G can be obtained from G’ 
by a small number of simple operations. 
PROPOSITION 2. A connected graph G with at least three vertices is 3- 
biconnected tf and only tf G has no vertices of degree less than or equal to 2 
and no cut vertices, with the exception that G may have loops so long as there 
is at most one loop at a vertex. 
A result of Matthews [S] states that if e E E(G), then B(G\e) = B(G)\e. 
Further B(G/e) = B(G)/e except when e is a loop of G. 
Let G be a graph and let e = uv be a non-loop edge of G. Let G’ be the 
graph obtained from G by replacing e = uv by a loop e = uu. We say that G’ 
is obtained from G rolling e away from v. Note that E( G’) = E(G), V(G’) = 
V(G), St,(x) = St,(x) for x # v, and St,(v) = s&(v) - (e}. The inverse 
operation, that is going from G’ to G, is called unrolling e to v. For con- 
venience, we will refer to either operation as an edge rolling. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let G, G’ be 3-biconnected graphs with at least two 
edges such that G’ is obtained from G by rolling an edge e = uv away from v. 
Then B(G) = B(G’) if and only if every polygon of G contains v. 
Proof: (+) Suppose that the theorem is false. Then there exists a 
polygon C of G not containing v. Using Proposition 2, there exists a path 
from C to u avoiding v. Let P be a shortest such path. (If u E V(C), then 
P = 0). Then it is easy to see that Cu Pu {e} is a bicycle of G’ but not of 
G. Thus B(G’) # B(G). 
(e=) Let B be a base of B(G) containing e. Then every component of 
G[B] contains exactly one polygon. Since every polygon of G contains v, 
G[B] has exactly one component. Therefore G[B] \e has exactly one 
acyclic component, say T. Further, u E V(T). Since, in G’, e is a loop at u, 
every component of G’[B] contains exactly one polygon. It follows that B 
is a base of B(G’). 
Now let B be a base of B(G’) containing e. Let H be the component of 
G’[B] containing e. Since e is a loop of G’, H\e is a tree and it readily 
follows that every component of G[B] contains exactly one polygon. Thus 
B is a base of B(G). 1 
Recognizing whether every polygon of G contains some vertex v is 
straightforward, since every polygon of G contains v if and only if G\st,(v) 
is acyclic. Moreover, if G is 3-biconnected and v(G) 2 3, then one can show 
that every polygon of G contains v only if v is the unique vertex of 
maximum degree. 
A graph G is a representation of B(G). If for any two graphs G and G’ 
representing B(G) we have G = G’, then G is said to be the unique represen- 
tation of B(G). Let G’ be obtained from G by an edge rolling. If G and G’ 
are representations of B(G), then we refer to this edge rolling as a 
legitimate edge rolling. If G’ is obtained from a 3-biconnected graph G by a 
sequence of legitimate edge rollings and v(G) 2 3, then clearly G’ can be 
obtained from G by at most two legitimate edge rollings. 
The use of edge rollings is not enough to characterize the set of 3-bicon- 
netted graphs having the same bicircular matroid. One further operation is 
needed. Let G be a graph with v E V(G). Further assume 1 stG(v) 1 = 
d&v) = 3 and exactly two of the edges incident to v are parallel. Let G’ be 
the graph obtained from G by permuting the names of edges incident to v. 
Then G’ is said to be obtained from G by a 3-star rotation at v. As with 
edge rollings we have V( G’) = V(G), E( G’) = E(G) and St&x) = stc(x) for 
all x except for the two vertices adjacent to v. The following proposition 
characterizes when a 3-star rotation “preserves” B(G). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G and G’ be non-equal 3-biconnected graphs such 
that G’ is obtained from G by a 3-star rotation at v. Then B(G) = B(G’) if 
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and only if every polygon of G\stJv) contains u, where u is the vertex of G 
joined to v by a single edge. 
Proof: (a) Suppose there exists a polygon C of G\st,Jv) not contain- 
ing u. Using Proposition 2, there exists a path from some vertex of C to w, 
the vertex of G joined to v by two edges, avoiding u. Let P be a shortest 
such path and let D be the two parallel edges incident to v. Then C u P u D 
is a bicycle of G but not of G’. 
(*) Let B be a base of B(G). If stG( v) c B, then clearly B is a base of 
B(G’). Suppose stG(v) = {e, f, g } and that e and f are parallel in G, and f 
and g are parallel in G’. That is, G’ is obtained from G by interchanging the 
names e and g. 
If 1 St&v) n B 1 = 2, then without loss of generality we may assume that 
St&) n B = {e,f} or St,(v) n B = (f, g}. In the former case to show B is a 
base of B(G’), it is sufficient to show that B = B - {e} u { g} is a base of 
B(G). B is a base of B(G) only if e is contained in the unique bicycle of 
B u ( g}. But this is true since the unique bicycle of Bu ( g} must contain 
the unique polygon of each component of G[B] containing an end of g, 
and {e, f } is one of these polygons. If St&v) n B = (f, g}, then B is a base 
of B(G’) only if B=B- (g} u e is a base of B(G). To show B is a base ( } 
of B(G) we observe that B - ( g} contains exactly one acyclic component 
T, and since every polygon of G\st,(v) contains u, T must contain the edge 
J It follows that Tu (e} contains exactly one polygon and thus B is a base 
of B(G). 
Finally, if ) St&v) n B 1 = 1, then it is easily seen that B is a base of B( G’). 
Therefore every base of B(G) is a base of B(G’). A similar argument shows 
that every base of B(G’) is a base of B(G). Thus B(G) = B( G’). 1 
Let G’ be obtained from G by a 3-star rotation. If G’ and G are represen- 
tations of B(G), then we refer to this 3-star rotation as legitimate. One can 
show that if G is 3-biconnected and has at least five vertices, then there is 
at most one vertex at which a legitimate 3-star rotation can be performed. 
Propositions 3 and 4 together state that if G is a 3-biconnected graph 
and G’ is obtained from G by a sequence of legitimate edge rollings and 
legitimate 3-star rotations, then B(G) = B(G’). The remainder of this sec- 
tion is concerned with proving the converse of this statement. 
The next lemma says that if a legitimate 3-star rotation can be performed 
on G, then a legitimate edge unrolling cannot be performed on G, and vice 
versa. A similar statement holds with “unrolling” replaced by “rolling.” 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a 3-biconnected graph with v(G) 2 4. Suppose every 
polygon of G contains v E V(G). Then G does not contain a vertex x with the 
following properties: (i) 1 St,(x)1 = d&x) = 3, (ii) exactly two of the edges 
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incident to x are parallel, and (iii) if e = xy is the edge of st,(x) not parallel 
to the other two, then every polygon of G\&(X) contains y. Conversely, if G 
has a vertex x satisfying properties (i)--(iii), then G does not have a vertex v 
that is contained in every polygon of G. 
Proof. To prove the lemma we suppose every polygon of G contains v 
and also there exists a vertex x satisfying (i)-(iii). Since St,(x) contains two 
parallel edges, it contains a polygon C. Let V(C) = (x, z}. Then v E (x, z>. 
If v = z, then every polygon of G\stJx) contains both v and y. It is easy to 
show, using the 3-biconnection of G, that this implies 
) V( G[E - St,(x)] ) 1 = 2 which implies v(G) = 3, a contradiction. If v = x, 
then G\st,(v) must be acyclic, for otherwise there would be a polygon of G 
avoiding v. Then G must contain a vertex of degree less than or equal to 2, 
a contradiction to G being 3-biconnected. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let G = (V, E) be a 2-biconnected graph with v(G) > 3 and let 
D be a cocircuit of B(G). If B( G[ E - D] ) is 2-connected, then D is the star 
of some vertex of G. 
Proof: Since G is 2-biconnected, G\D has exactly one acyclic com- 
ponent, say T. If T is a single vertex, then D is the star of T. Suppose T is 
not a single vertex. Then T is a tree with at least one edge. Let e be an edge 
of T incident to a degree 1 vertex of T. If 1 E- D 1 b 2, then is it easy to 
verify that ({e}, (E-D) - (e}} is a l-separation of B(G[E - D]), a con- 
tradiction. If I E - D I = 1, then v(G) = 2, a contradiction. n 
PROPOSITION 5. Let G = ( V, E) be a 3-biconnected graph with v(G) > 5 
such that there exists a v E V with the property G[E- s&(v)] is a polygon. 
Then G is the unique representation of B(G). 
ProoJ The proposition follows easily from Lemma 5. We give an alter- 
native proof based on transversal matroids and their presentations; see, for 
example, Bondy [2]. Let V = { l,..., n}. Then Matthews [S] showed that 
B(G) = M[stG( l),..., St,(n)]. Let v = 1. Clearly (stG(l),..., St,(n)) is a cocir- 
cuit presentation of B(G). Further it is easy to verify that (E, stG(2),..., 
St,(n)) is a maximal presentation of B(G). (This need not be true if 
v(G) < 4.) Thus, we know that every presentation of B(G) has the form 
K SfGW,...:, St,(n)), where XC E. Suppose G is not the unique represen- 
tation of B(G) and let G’ be another such graph. Then under a suitable 
naming of the of the vertices of G’ we have B(G) =M[st,(l), s&(2),..., 
St,(n)] with St&i) = stc(i) for 2 < ib n. We claim that St,(l) = s&(l). 
Suppose not. Clearly, since st,( 1) is a cocircuit, St& 1) is not properly con- 
tained in st G( 1). Therefore, let e E st,J 1) - st,( 1). Since e $ st,( 1 ), there 
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exist distinct vertices i and j in V(G) - { 1 } such that e E St&i) and 
e E st,( j). But then e E St&i), st,J j), and st& l), a contradiction. 1 
Let H connected, loopless graph on three 
vertex of degree 1, then we call H a lute. 
vertices. If H has exactly one 
PROPOSITION 6. Let G and G’ be 3-biconnected graphs such that v(G) 2 5 
and B(G) = B(G’). ZfG (say) h as no small 3-biseparator El such that GEEI ] 
is a lute, then G = G’. 
Proof For u E V(G) let H = G[ E - stG( u)]. If B(H) is 2-connected, 
then so is B(G’[E- stG(u)]) and so by Lemma 5, st,Ju) is a star of some 
vertex of G’. (Note B(H) 2-connected implies stG( u) is a cocircuit of B(G)). 
Clearly then, if for every vertex x of V(G), B( G[ E - stG(X)] ) is 2-connec- 
ted, then G= G’. 
Suppose there exists a vertex u E V(G) such that B(H) is not 2-connected. 
If H has a degree 1 vertex U, then st,(tt) is a small 3-biseparator with 
G[st,(u)] being a lute, a contradiction. Thus H has no degree 1 vertices. It 
follows that H must be a polygon. The theorem now follows from 
Proposition 5. i 
From Proposition 6 we have that if G is 4-biconnected with at least 6 
edges, then it is the unique representation of B(G). 
Define an operation to be either an edge rolling or a 3-star rotation. Let 
G 1 ,“‘, G, be a sequence of graphs such that Gi+ 1 is obtained from Gi by a 
legitimate operation for 1 < i < n - 1. Then G, is obtained from G1 by a 
sequence of legitimate operations. 
LEMMA 6. Zf G and G’ are 3-biconnected graphs with v(G) = 5 and 
B(G) = B(G’ ), then G is obtained from G’ by a (possibly null) sequence of 
legitimate operations. 
Proof By Proposition 6 we may assume that G (say) has a 3- 
biseparator El such that G[E, ] is a lute. It follows that G has a vertex D 
such that G\st,-Ju) has a degree 1 vertex. If u is the only such vertex, then 
the star of every other vertex is a cocircuit of B(G), and so by Lemma 5, G 
is obtained from G’ by a (possibly null) sequence of legitimate edge 
rollings. Thus, we may assume that G has at least two such vertices. 
Suppose the theorem is not true and let G, G’ be a counterexample such 
that E(G) is as small as possible. If for every e E E(G), G\e is not 3-bicon- 
netted, then G must be one of the graphs pictured in Fig. 2, and the 
theorem can be verified by case checking. Thus, it may be assumed that 
there exists an edge e such that G\e is 3-biconnected. Let H= G\e. Then H 
is obtained from H’ = G’\e by a sequence of legitimate operations. 
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The following observations are useful: 
(i) The star of every vertex of a 3-biconnected graph contains a 
cocircuit, and if the containment is proper, then every polygon of the graph 
contains the vertex. 
(ii) Since v(G) = 5 there can be at most one star that is not a cocir- 
cuit. 
(iii) If x is an end of e in G, stH(x) = stW(x), and stH(x) is a cocircuit 
of B(H), then x is an end of e in G’, for otherwise st,-Jx) c St&x), a con- 
tradiction to the minimality of cocircuits. 
By Lemma 4 we have two cases. 
Case 1. H is obtained from H’ by a legitimate 3-star rotation at U. 
Moveover H # H’. 
Let V(H[st,(u)]) = ( u, v, w  }. Let e have ends x and y in G. If x, 
y $ (u, ZJ, w  }, then it follows from (i)-(iii) that e has ends x and y in G’. The 
theorem follows. If (x, u> E u, U, w}, then it is straightforward to verify { 
that e must have ends u and w  in both G and G’, and again the theorem 
follows. Finally, suppose x 4 (u, 21, w  } and y E (u, V, w  ). In this case it is 
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easily shown that if e does not have y as an end (by (i)-(iii) it must have X) 
in G’, then we can find a bicycle of G (say) using e that is not a bicycle of 
G’. 
Case 2. Either H = H’ or H is obtained from H’ by a sequence of 
legitimate edge rollings. 
If H = H’, then it follows from (i)-(iii) that either e has the same ends 
in G as in G’ and so G = G’, or G is obtained from G by the rolling or 
unrolling of the edge e. 
If H # H’, then let o be the vertex of H that is being rolled to or away 
from in obtaining H from H’. Let e have ends x and y in G. If u $ {x, u} 
and x # y, then by (i)-(iii) e must have ends x and y in G’. In this case it is 
easy to exhibit a bicycle of G (say) containing e that is not a bicycle of G’, 
a contradiction. If t, $ {x, u} and x = y, then by (i)--(iii) either e is a loop of 
G’ at X, or has ends x and u in G’. In either case it is straightforward to 
deduce that either G is obtained from G’ by a sequence of legitimate edge 
rollings or B(G) # B(G’). Thus tl E (x, JJ}. It follows from (i)-(iii) that either 
e has ends x and y in G’ or e is a a loop of G’ at y # U. Again it is 
straightforward to deduce that either G is obtained from G’ by a sequence 
of legitimate edge rollings or B(G) # B( G’). u 
The above argument is valid for v(G) > 5, except for the checking of the 
graphs having the property that the deletion of every edge leaves the graph 
not 3-biconnected. It is not clear how to handle this situation in general. 
The main theorem of the section can now be proved. 
THEOREM 5. If G and G’ are 3-biconnected graphs with v(G) 2 5 and 
B(G) = B(G’), then G is obtained from G’ by a (possibly null) sequence of 
legitimate operations. 
Proof We use induction on v(G). If v(G) = 5, the theorem follows from 
Lemma 6. Consider the general case. By Proposition 6 we may assume that 
G (say) has a 3-biseparator E, such that GIEl ] is a lute. Let e E El be the 
edge that is incident to the degree 1 vertex of GIEl 1. Set P = E, - e. Then 
it is easy to see that H = G/e is 3-biconnected and that v(H) < v(G). In 
addition, B( G/e) = B( G)/e. 
We claim that e is not a loop of G’. If e is a loop of G’, then since El is a 
cocircuit of B(G) it must be the star of some vertex v of G’ with e incident 
to v. By Matthews [S], a representation J for B(G)/e is obtained from G’ 
by deleting e and rolling the edges of P away from u. But then the edges of 
P are loops of J but not of H from which it follows that H is not obtained 
from J by a sequence of legitimate operations, a contradiction to the induc- 
tion hypothesis. Thus e is not a loop of G’. 
Therefore by induction H is obtained from H’ = G’/e by a (possibly null) 
sequence of legitimate operations. Denote this sequence by 71. We consider 
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two cases. In each case it is assumed the graphs G, H, and H’ are given. 
Conditions on the graph G’ are derived as to determine G’. It then follows 
that G is obtained from G’ by a sequence of legitimate operations. 
Case 1. An edge of P is involved in a 3-star rotation of z. 
Then 1 P 1 = 2 and both edges of P are involved in the 3-star rotation. 
Let f be the third edge of the 3-star rotation. Then H is obtained from 
H’ by this 3-star rotation. Let E2 = E - (E, u {f } ). Evidently 
1 V(H’[Pu (fj])n V(H’[E,])l=2. It is easy to verify that El u {f} is 
a small 3-biseparator of G and thus is a 3-separator of B(G) = B(G’), 
by Theorem 3. Since {El u (f }, E2 } is a 3-separation of B(G’) we 
have I W’C& u {f>l)n W’C&l)l=2 + WC& u -VII) + WCJ%I). 
From the 3-biconnectivity of G’ it follows that r(G’[&]) =O. If 
G’[E, u (f}] is not connected, it is easily deduced from the above formula 
that E, u {S} is not a 3-separator of B(G’), a contradiction. Thus 
G’[E1 u (s)] is connected. It follows that z(G’[E, u If)]) =0 and so 
I V(G’[E, u (f}])n V(G’[E,])l=2. From G, H, and H’ the graph G’ is 
now completely determined; G’ must be as depicted in Fig. 3 with 
P = {a, b} and G\ { a, b, e,f} = G’\ {a, b, e,f} = K, and so we conclude G 
is obtained from G’ by a legitimate 3-star rotation. 
Case 2. No edge of P is involved in a 3-star rotation of 71. 
Let E2 = E - El. Then K = H[ E2] is obtained from K’ = H’ [ EJ by 
a sequence of legitimate operations. Clearly ) V(H’[ P] ) n V(K’) I = 2. 
It is easy to verify that El is a small 3-biseparator of G and thus a 3- 
separator of B(G) = B(G’). Thus, we have I V(G’[E,] n V(G’[E,])l = 
G: 
G’ : 
b 
FIGURE 3 
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2 + z(G’[E,]) + z(G’[E,]). F rom the 3-biconnectivity of G’ it follows that 
z(G’[E, J) = 0. If G’[& ] is not connected, it is easily deduced from the 
above formula that El is not a 3-separator of B(G’), a contradiction. Thus 
G’[E,] is connected. Further z(G’[E,]) =0 and so 1 V(G’[E,])n 
V(G’[E,])l = 2. 
Clearly H’[P] contains at most one loop and so G’[P] contains at most 
one loop. If 1 P 12 3, then every three edges of P form a bicycle of G and 
hence of G’. In this case it follows that v( G’ [P] ) = 2. If I P I = 2, then the 3- 
biconnectivity of G’ implies v( G’ [P] ) = 2. 
Unlike Case 1, the graph G’ is not yet completely determined. There are 
essentially six cases to consider and these are shown in Fig. 4. The depic- 
tions of G’ on the left can be ruled out by exhibiting a bicycle of G (say) 
582b/39/3-10 
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that is not a bicycle of G’. In each of the depictions on the right, G is 
obtained from G’ by a sequence of operations, however not all of these 
operations need be legitimate. If not all the operations are legitimate, then 
we want to conclude that B(G) # B(G’). In each case this conclusion can be 
reached by exhibiting a bicycle of G (say) that is not a bicycle of G’. 1 
The theorem is not true for v(G) = 4 as shown by the two graphs in 
Fig. 5. 
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